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An overview ofcontemporary teaching
methodology for higher education
Skills for delivering lectures and seminars in
English
Effective communication techniques in multi-
national groups
Approaches to dealing with students
ofmulticultural backgrounds
Strategies for self-development in language
skills

Rationale

What will you gain from
taking this course? 

 

As international programmes are becoming a
priority for European institutes of higher
education,  university tutors face the challenge
of delivering lectures and seminars to
international students in English. Student
mobility, such as Erasmus+  and international BA
/MA programmes in English mean a growing
expectation towards university tutors to run
more courses in English. This provides a great
opportunity for updating teaching techniques
and methodologies for higher education.
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Course Description

At these courses teachers are faced not
only with the task of switching into English but also
working with multinational students who come from
various educational and cultural backgrounds. The
course aims at examining these linguistic, cultural and
communicative challenges and finding answers to
them. 
Participants are going to develop a bank of strategies
and techniques for coping with the challenges of
English medium
instruction, and for becoming confident and effective
tutors in English.

Location

This course will take place at Converzum -
The Language Community on the Buda side of
the Danube in Budapest. The location is close
to the centre of the city, yet in a calmer and
quieter neighborhood. The river can be easily
accessed on foot.There are many casual and
fine dining establishments in the area, as well
as relaxing coffee shops and bakeries. Our
building is spacious, modern and welcoming
where classrooms are equipped with air
conditioning and state-of-the-art technology
and our cafeteria offers refreshments all day.
The training staff at Converzum are highly
qualified and include published authors,
materials writers and conference speakers.

Please note that each course we run is tailored to
best suit the audience, therefore the exact

content will be adapted to suit the the needs of
you and your group.
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 Morning Yoga and Wellness activities
Concerts, parties and many more options at the 
 Sziget Festival.
 Hanging out and doing water sports at the white-
sanded Lupa Beach.
Christmas Market
 After class strolls in the picturesque town of
Szentendre.
 Guided city walks.
 Cooking traditional Hungarian ‘Lecsó’/'Gulyás'.
  Ruin pub crawls.
  Escape room adventures.

Extra-curricular activities
depending on season/weather

 
 

        
University and college lecturers
working/planning to work in English language
programmes. 
 

Who is this course for?
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Sample Timetable 

Each 1-week course contains 24 hours of
academic content  based on your chosen topic.

Each course is usually divided into 90 minute
lessons.
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